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Abstract.

We theoretically analyze the propagation of very low frequency

(VLF) and extremelylow frequency(ELF) electromagnetic
energyin the spherical
waveguideformed by the ground and ionosphereof Mars to investigate the possibility
of using suchsignalsto remotely senseMartian ground conductivity and ionospheric
parameters. This energy is presumed to be radiated from an electrical discharge
in a Martian dust storm. Using a synthesisof observed and modeled Martian
ionospheric and ground parameters and assuming a dischargecurrent similar to
that in a terrestrial lightning discharge,we calculate radio atmospheric spectra and
waveformsfor a variety of dischargeorientations and observedelectromagnetic field
components.A number of characteristicsof the modeledMartian radio atmospherics

(sferics)are foundto be significantlydifferentfrom thoseof terrestrialsferics,and
we discusshow these features could provide information regarding the Martian
ionosphere. We also show that measurements of VLF and ELF attenuation rates
could provide a measurement of large-scale ground conductivity to a depth of a few
kilometers or more, thereby providing a technique for probing large-scalesubsurface
geologicalfeatures which affect bulk conductivity, such as areas containing ice or
water.

1.

Introduction

higherfrequencies.l•hrrell et al. [1999]exploredthe
possibility of dust devil electrification and found that

The existenceof electrical dischargesgeneratedby
filamentary dischargesfrom Martian dust storms could
dust storms on Mars is an intriguing possibilityfrom
be produced by the expected level of chargeseparation,
both a scientificand practical standpoint. Terrestrial
while this paper focusesprimarily on the radiation and
dustdevilsare knownto be electricallyactive[Crozier,
propagation of the VLF and ELF electromagnetic en-

19641,and volcaniceruptionscan be accompanied
by
ergy created by such discharges. Because of the transpectacular
electricaldischarges
[Anderson
et al., 1965].
sientnature of the source(i.e., dischargecurrent),the
Experimental[Edenand Vonnwut,1973]and theoretradiated energy is contained in short-timescale signals
ical [Farrell et al., 1999] investigations
of dust grain
electrificationhave found that both glow and filamentary discharges
on Mars couldbe generatedin swirling
dust storms. Shouldsuchdischarges
be foundto exist,
the very low frequency(VLF, 3-30 kHz) andextremely
low frequency(ELF, 3-3000 Hz) electromagnetic
radiation from them couldbe usedas on Earth for probing

which are commonly termed radio atmosphericsor sferics. We investigate the propagation of these sfericsin
the sphericalwaveguideformed by the Martian ground
and ionosphere using a numerical propagation model.
We calculate radiated VLF and ELF magnetic and electric field spectra and waveforms for a variety of source
current orientations and for waveguide characteristics

the ionosphere[Cummere• al., 19981and subsurface
(i.e., the ionosphere
and ground)appropriatefor Mars.
ground[GoldmanandNeubauer,
1994].

Not surprisingly,we find that Martian sfericshave some
significantdifferencesfrom their terrestrial counterparts
which are primarily due to the assumedlossierMartian
ionosphereand less conducting Martian ground.
Not only would the presenceof VLF and ELF signals
like those presentedhere be likely confirmation of elecEden and Vonnegut[1973]and are distinct from the
trical dischargeson Mars, but becausetheir propagation
glow (or Paschen)dischargewhich radiatesat much
is controlledlargely by the lowerionosphereand ground,
Martian sfericswould provide a technique for remotely
Copyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
sensing these two media. In particular, we demon-

In this work, we presupposethe existenceof electrical dischargeson Mars that, like terrestrial thunderstorm lightning, radiate electromagneticenergyin the
VLF and ELF bands. Suchdischarges
would be similar to the filamentarydischarges
observedin the lab by
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tian ground conductivity. A conductivity significantly
higher than that of the surface dust layer could indicate
the presenceof high-conductivity minerals or even subsurface ice or water. These remote sensingtechniques
only require a localized sourceof VLF and ELF waves,
and waves radiated by any such source could possibly
be used in a similar

manner.

Although we arbitrary assume discharge currents
similar to those on Earth, the results of this work can
be adapted to other sourcetimescalesand amplitudes.
The propagation problem is linear, so sfericspectra and
waveformsfrom more slowlyvarying sourcescan be constructed by a superpositionof the waveformspresented

The excitation and receiver factors Atn and A•n contain

the altitude dependenceof the fieldsand alsodependon
the observedfield component. The reader is referred to

Pappertand Ferguson[1986]and references
thereinfor
further details concerningthis model.
To calculate the fields from a broadband source, one

simplyneedsto calculateBy(w) (or anyotherfieldcomponent)overthe rangeof frequencies
significantto the
problem at hand. The resulting sferic spectrum can
be converted

to a time

domain

waveform

with

an in-

verse Fourier transform operation, which can be ap-

proximatedby the inversefast Fouriertransform[Oppenhelmand Schafer,1989, p. 514].

herein.

This ELF-VLF propagation model allows for an arRelated work has been reported by Sukhorukov bitrary homogenousground conductivity and permit[1991], who calculatedthe Martian Schumannreso- tivity as well as arbitrary inhomogeneousaltitude pronance frequenciesand attenuation rates using an ana- filesof ionosphericelectron density and electron-neutral
lytical approximationof the Martian ionosphere.Schu- collision frequency. While there are approximate anamann resonancesplay a strong role in the global-scale lytical modelsthat describeELF propagation under an
propagation of electromagneticwavesof frequencyless exponentiallyvaryingionospheric
conductivity[Greifin-

than 50 Hz [Sentman,1989],while this work focuseson

get and Greifinger,1986, and referencestherein],they

higher-frequencypropagation over shorter distances.

are not directly applicable to this work becausethey
generally assume a perfectly conducting ground. As
discussedabove, the Martian ground is more likely a
poor conductorat ELF and VLF. The sourcelightning

2. VLF Propagation Modeling
We use the sferic propagation model described by

Curemet et al. [1998], which is basedon a single- currentparametersof our propagationmodel (current
frequencyVLF and ELF propagationmodel [Pappert waveform,orientation, and altitude) can also be choand Ferguson,19861
. The latter modelsolvesthe time- sen freely. The details of these model parameters are
discussed in section 2.1.
harmonic(i.e., singlefrequency)propagationproblem
usingmodetheory [Budden,1961],in whichthe fields
at a distance

from the source are described

as a sum

of independentlypropagatingwaveguidemodes.In the
locally Cartesian coordinatesystemusedin this work, x
is horizontal in the direction of propagation, z is vertical and perpendicular to the ground, and y is horizontal
and transverseto the direction of propagation. As an
example of this model, the transversehorizontal magnetic field By at a distancex alongthe groundfrom a
vertical electric dipole sourcetransmitting at an angular frequencyof w is [Pappertand Ferguson,1986]

2.1.

Waveguide

Parameters

Long-distanceELF-VLF propagationis controlledby
the ground and ionospherewhich form the upper and
lower boundaries of the waveguide. We assume initially that the Martian ground is homogeneouswith

conductivity
era: 10-7 mhom-1, a relativepermittivity e•g = 5, and a relativepermeabilityof unity. This
permittivity is consistentwith Martian surfaceparam-

etersmeasuredby VHF scattering[Tyler et al., 19761.
In constrast,it is difficult to choosean appropriaterrg
because the Martian ground conductivity is not well

quantified. Olhoeftand Strangway[1974]estimateda
Bv(w,x)
- -•ok«M•(w)[IZlsin(•)]
«
Martian surfaceconductivityof rr < 10-12 from an
1

analysis of lunar soil samples. However, at these low
(71')
5e• •AtnArne_ikxsinO
n' values,
the ground is very poorly conductingat VLF

ß •

and ELF, and thus the skin depth (the depth at which
The wavenumberk is givenby k = w/c, Me(w)is the a propagatingwavewill haveattenuatedto e-1 of its
verticalelectricdipolemomentof the source/andis re- initial value)is extremelylong. Undertheseconditions,
lated to the sourcecurrentby Me/w) = ll(w)/iw, where ELF-VLF propagationis influencedby the groundconI is the source current amplitude and 1 is the length of
1

thecurrent
channel),
andthetermIRsin(•)1 2 accounts for the spreading of the fields over a spherical

ductivity to a depth of possiblytens of kilometers, and a
surfacelayer of low conductivity will not strongly affect
the propagation. For this reason, we assumea homo-

surfaceof radius R /note that this term is equivalent geneous
groundconductivity
(10-7 mhom-1) between

to x « overshortdistances).
Thesummation
includesthat

of the surface dust and that typical of terrestrial

the significantwaveguidemodes/stronglyattenuated ground[Goldmanand Neubauer,1994]. Our assumpmodes are excluded as they contribute negligibly to the

tion that the ground has the permeability of free space
may
not be valid because of the high concentrationof
total field), each of which has an index of refraction
given by the sine of the corresponding eigenangle On. iron in Martian soil. However, the theoretical relative
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permeabilityreportedby Olhoeft[1998]of •01.5is small
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enough to have only a very small effect on the results
160
reported here. In section 4 we considerthe possibility
that the homogeneousMartian ground parameters are
120
significantly different than these assumedvalues.
altitude
On a more global scale, our propagation model does
(km)
80
account for the spherical geometry of the waveguide.
However, the model does not include fields that prop40
agate in a direction other than the shortest great circle path between source and receiver. Because of the
00ø 101 102 103 10
4 105 10
6
relatively high attenuation rates at the frequenciesconelectrondensity(cm-3)
sidered herein, these around-the-world signals are not
important except for locations near the antipode of the
source, where our model is not valid. We also assume Figure 2. Martian and terrestrial electron density prothat the Martian surface is uniform in altitude, as we files for day and night.
are studying ELF-VLF propagation on Mars in a general sense.This is clearly not the caseon somepaths, as
Olympus Mons protrudes 30 km above the mean Martian surface, and surface variations of this magnitude
larger collision crosssection for CO2 compensatesfor
would affect ELF-VLF propagation.
this and leads to a profile closeto that on Earth.
For the purposesof low-power ELF-VLF wave propThe Martian electron density altitude profile has been
agation, the Martian ionospherecan be fully charactermeasured
with both in situ [Hansonet al., 1977]and
ized by its free electron density, electron-neutral colliß

.

sion frequency,and ambientmagneticfield (whichwe radio occultation[Zhanget al., 19901techniques,but
nearly all of these measurementshave been made at altake to be zero) [Budden,1985,p. 4]. The momentumtransfer electron-neutral collision frequency altitude
profile we use in this work is plotted in Figure 1. The
profile was calculated using the theory of Banks and

Kockarts[1973,p. 188] from atmosphericpressureand
temperaturefrom a modelMartian atmosphere[MacE1roy et al., 1977] and the electron-CO2collisioncross
sectionfrom Hake and Phelps[1967].Electron-ioncollisions are negligible compared to the electron-neutral
collision frequency for the altitudes less than 200 km
consideredhere. Plotted for comparisonis a representative electron-neutral collisionfrequencyprofile for Earth
wt'fichis a concatenationof the profile usedby Curemet

et al. [1998]and that from Budden[1985,p. 12]. Although the atmosphericpressureon Mars is roughly a
fs,ctor of 100 smaller than on Earth, the substantially

titudes greater than 110 km. From a combinationof observation and theory, we have assembledrepresentative
nighttime and daytime Martian electrondensityprofiles

whichare plottedin Figure 2. The lowerportions(<80
km) of both profilesare theoreticalprofilesfrom Whitten et al. [1971],while the upperportions()110 km)
are experimentalprofilesfrom Zhanget al. [1990]and
Hansonet al. [1977]for nighttimeand daytime,respectively. Plotted for comparison are representative terrestrial electron density profiles for midnight and noon
obtained

from the 1995 International

Reference

Iono-

sphere[Bilitza, 1997]. Our assumptionof a lack of a
significant magnetic field on Mars means that ions do
not contribute significantly to the ionosphericindex of

refractionfor anywavefrequency[Budden,1985,p. 55].
Thus we neglect the effectsof ionosphericions on the
wave propagation.
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The primary difference between the terrestrial and
Martian electron density profiles is the presenceof a
distinct ionization layer near 30 km on Mars which is
produced by incoming cosmicrays. However, this cosmic ray layer is not a significant reflector for VLF frequencies. Becausethe collisionfrequencyis high at this
altitude, the high Ne has only a very small effect on the
index of refraction n and therefore doesnot significantly
affectthe VLF propagation.For f • 300 Hz, however,
n deviates from unity significantlynear or in this layer,
and its presencedoes influenceELF propagation.
2.2.

Source

Parameters

We assume throughout this work that the current
flowing in a Martian lightning channel varies as

Figure 1. Martian and terrestrial momentum-transfer

electron-neutralcollisionfrequencyprofiles.

I(t) - Io [exp(-bt) - exp(-at)] Am,

(2)
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Of course, Martian dischargecharacteristicsmay be
significantly different from those assumed in terms of
amplitude or timescale. However, since the propagation problem is linear, the resultspresentedhere can be
scaled appropriately to find sferic amplitudes for any
source amplitude. Sferic waveforms radiated by slower

sources
canbe estimatedby a superposition
(i.e., convolution) of the waveformspresentedherein. Sfericwaveforms radiated by faster sourceswill not be drastically
different than those presentedhere becausethe assumed
discharge timescale is relatively fast compared to the
main radiated frequency componentsconsideredhere.

(n/Hz)0'4fi"•
•....•i!
iii:11111iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill

3. Sferic Waveforms and Spectra on

frequency (kHz)

Mars

Figure 3. Lightning current waveform and spectrum
used as a radio atmospheric source throughout this
work.

Our ELF-VLF propagationmodel allowsfor an arbi-

trary specification
of the discharge
orientation(i.e.,vertical or horizontal)and of the observed
electromagnetic

field component,and belowwe presentsfericwaveforms
and spectra from a number of different source orienand that the lightning channel extends either horizon- tations and field components. To calculate the sferic
tally or vertically for a distance of 1 km. Because the waveformsfrom the spectraproducedby the frequency
sourceis embeddedin a waveguide,a sourcein any ori- domainmodel,we must assumethat there is an upper
entation will radiate fields that are observablein any limit to the frequencyrange which contributessignifiazimuthal direction, even in a direction of null of the cantly to the waveform;that is, we must terminate the
individual radiating dipole. Throughout this work, we integration at somefinite frequency.In a practicalsferic
use values typical for a vertical terrestrial dischargeof receivingsystem, this upper limit would be imposed
I0 = 20 kA, a = 2x 105s- •, andb= 2x 104s- • [Jones, by a low-passfilter with a cutofffrequencydictatedby
1970].Thesedischarge
parameters
producea peakcur- the rate at which the waveformwas sampled. In this
rent of •14 kA and a total charge displacementof 0.9 work,we includethe effectof a fourth-orderlow-passfilC along the 1 km channel. Figure 3 showsthis cur- ter with a cutoff frequencyof 25 kHz, whichessentially
rent waveform and its spectrum. On the basis of the limits the maximum sferic bandwidth to •40 kHz. Simestimatesof Farrell et al. [1999],this chargetransferis ilarly, there is a lowerlimit to the frequencyresponseof
consistentwith the charging which could be supported most receivers,and we have also included the effect of a
by a large Martian dust devil of 5 km radius and 10 km single-polehigh passfilter with a-3 dB cutofffrequency
altitude.

of 100 Hz.
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Figure 4. Ez, cBy, and Ex sfericwaveformsand spectraobservedat a propagationdistanceof
1000km under a daytime Martian ionosphere.The sourcecurrent is vertically orientedat ground
altitude.
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Throughout this work, we only consider sferics calculated usingthe daytime Martian ionosphereshownin
Figure 2. Model calculationsshow that the expected
differencebetween nighttime and daytime propagation
is small. All fields presentedin this work are assumed
to be observedat ground altitude. Some of the waveforms in the plots below have been inverted to allow an
easier comparisonof the different fields.
3.1.

Sferics From a Vertical

Discharge

14,153

[Pappertand Ferguson,1986],and for this reason,the
fields radiated from such a current source are very sim-

ilar to those radiated from a vertical dipole. Figure 5

showsE•, E•, and cBy waveformsand spectrafor an
end-fire horizontal

source at 10 km altitude

and for a

propagationdistanceof 1000 km. At VLF, the waveform shapesare nearly identical to the vertical source
sferics,and the amplitudesare comparable. The field
amplitudeat ELF is significantlylowerthan for a vertical source because this source orientation couples to

Figure4 showsEz, Ex, and cBy waveformsand spec- E•, which is weakerthan E• in the field structurefor
tra observed 1000 km from a vertical source discharge. the singlepropagatingmode at ELF.
The fields radiated from a horizontaldipole source
The sourceis at an altitudeof 0 km (at the ground),and
the sourcecurrentvariesas (2). They are eachshown orientedin the y direction(transverseto propagation,
referredto as the "broadside"configuration)are signifon two different scalesto highlight the ELF and VLF
regimes, which are almost completely distinct because icantly different. Sucha sourceonly excitesthe transof the large signal attenuation from 2-5 kHz. We mul- verseelectric(TE) wavefields,namely,Ey, B•, andB•
1986]. Figure6 showsshows
tiply By by the speedof light in a vacuumc to convert [Pappertand Fer•!uson,
•it to units of electric field to allow a direct comparison Ey, cB•, andcBz waveforms
andspectrafor a broadof the field component magnitudes. In the case of a side horizontal source at 10 km altitude and for a prop-

vertical source,cBy is nearly identicalto Ez for VLF

agationdistanceof 1000km. Comparedto sfericsfrom

frequenciesobservedon the ground.
Because the waveguide consideredhere is isotropic

a vertical or end-fire source,thesewaveformshave more

(a consequence
of the absenceof any ambientmagnetic
field), a vertically orientedsourcewill only excitethe
transverse
magnetic(TM) fields,namely,E•, By, and
Ex IRatooet al., 1984,p. 404], sofor this sourceorien-

energybelow10 kHz whichis a consequence
of the characteristicsof the TE modes launched by this sourceori-

entation. A significantdifferencebetweenTE and TM
modesin a lossyparallel-platewaveguideis that TE
modesare, in general,lessattenuatedthan TM modes

tation the other field componentsare zero. There are IRatooet al., 1984,p. 407], and this is alsoknownto
fundamentaldifferencesin the field componentspresent be true in the terrestrial Earth-ionospherewaveguide
in terrestrial

and Martian

sferics which are discussed in

3.2.

Horizontal

ISukhorukov,
1996].This leadsto lessattenuationand
thereforehigher signalamplitudesfor f < 10 kHz. Essentially,no ELF energyis radiated for the horizontal

detail in section 3.3.

Discharge

broadside orientation because the field structure for the

A horizontal current sourceoriented parallel to the

propagation
direction(the "end-fire"configuration)
ex-

the singlepropagatingmode at ELF doesnot contain
any of the TE field components.Thus the ELF mode

cites the same TM fields excited by a vertical dipole

cannot be excited by this sourceorientation.
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Figure 5. Ez, cBy, and Ex sfericwaveforms
and spectraobservedat a propagationdistance
of 1000 km under a daytime Martian ionosphere.The sourcecurrent is in a horizontal end-fire
configuration at 10 km altitude.
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Figure 6. Ey, CBz, and CBxsfericwaveformsand spectraobservedat a propagationdistance
of 1000 km under a daytime Martian ionosphere.The sourcecurrent is in a horizontal broadside
configuration at 10 km altitude.

3.3.

Differences

Martian

Between

Terrestrial

and

Sferics

The calculatedMartian sfericsshowsomesignificant
differencesfrom terrestrial sferics. First, for the assumed Martian ionospheres,Martian sfericsdisplay a
lack of diurnal variation, while there are significantdifferencesbetweennighttime and daytime terrestrial sfer-

ics [Chapmanand Pierce,1957]dueto the substantial
changesbetweenthe daytime and nighttimeionospheric
D region. On Earth, VLF attenuation rates at night

only be classified
as quasi-transverse
magnetic(QTM)
and quasi-transverse
electric(QTE), dependingon the
dominantpolarizationof the mode. Therefore,on Mars,
a vertical source current only excites higher-lossTM
modes, while on Earth a vertical sourceexcites both
QTM and lower-lossQTE modes.

4. Possible Remote Sensing
Applications

canbe lessthan a few decibelsper 1000km [Wait and
Spies, 1965], leadingto highly dispersedsfericswith
tails lastingtens of milliseconds[e.g., Curemetet al.,
1998]. With the ionosphericelectrondensityprofiles

The above calculations of ELF-VLF propagation
characteristicson Mars depend on our assumptionsof
the ionosphericand ground parameters. Should sferics
ever be observedon Mars, a comparisonof expectedand
actual characteristicscould yield significantinformation

assumed herein, the modeled Martian sferics are simi-

about

both.

The

simulated Martian
sferics have two main charlar to daytimeterrestrialsferics[Chapmanand Pierce,
1957]and containvery little dispersionbecauseof the acteristics controlled at least in part by the assumed

higher attenuation rates. However, expected Martian lower ionosphere: the lack of dispersion in the waveVLF and ELF attenuation rates are even higher than forms and the lack of a significant difference between
for terrestrial daytime becauseof the poorly conducting daytime and nighttime sferics. If Martian sfericswere
found to be strongly dispersedlike their terrestrial coun(and thereforepoorlyreflecting)ground.
Another significantdifferencebetweenterrestrial and terparts, this could imply a better reflectingionosphere
Martian sferics is in the horizontal electric field and verthan we have assumedhere, which, in turn, would imply
tical magneticfield components.On Earth, the ground a larger electron density altitude gradient. Similarly,
conductivity is sufficiently high that the ground is a a significant differencebetween daytime and nighttime
good conductor at VLF and ELF. Enforcement of the Martian sfericswould imply a larger diurnal ionospheric
electromagneticboundary conditionsrequiresthat the variability than that assumedhere. These ionospheric
tangential electric field and normal magnetic fields are characteristicscould also be quantified with a technique
zero at the surfaceof a perfectconductorIRatooet al., similarto that usedby Curemetet al. [1998]with ter-

1984,p. 146];henceEx, Ey, and Bz arenot observable restrial
on the ground. We have assumeda ground conductivity which makes the Martian surface a poor conductor
at VLF and ELF; hencethese field componentscan be
observedon the ground, as shownin Figures 4-6.
Also, becauseof the assumednegligibleintrinsic magnetic field over most of Mars, the fieldsin the groundionospherewaveguidecan be divided into completelyindependentTE and TM modes. On Earth, the ambient
magneticfield createsanisotropyin the upper boundary

sferics.

The conductivity of the ground also controls many
observable characteristics of sferics, including the
amount of dispersion,the presenceor absenceof horizontal electric and vertical magnetic fields on the surface, and perhaps most strongly the amplitude of the
sferic for a source of fixed strength. If the propagation distance of individual sferics can be estimated, either from multi-point measurements,from an analysis
of the dispersioncharacteristicsof individual waveforms

of the waveguide(i.e., the ionosphere),
whichmixesthe

[e.g., Grandt, 1992], or from orbital imagingof the

TE and TM modes. This leads to mode fields which can

source dust storm, then a statistical analysisof sferic

CUMMER AND FARRELL: RADIO ATMOSPHERICS ON MARS
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amplitudeas a functionof distance(suchas would be range of groundconductivities. The amplitude attenuaprovidedby a movingstorm) would yield information tion with distanceis smallerfor ELF than for VLF, and,
about the large-scaleground conductivity. We divide at somedistancewhich dependson the ground conducthe following analysisof such a technique into two fre- tivity, the ELF portionof the sfericbecomeslargerthan
the VLF portion. As was found for the VLF sferic amquencyranges' VLF, taken to be f > 2 kHz, and ELF,
taken to be f < 2 kHz.
Figure 7a shows the peak VLF Ez sferic waveform
amplitude as a function of distance over a range of
ground conductivities which span poorly conducting
to nearly perfectly conducting at VLF. As above, the
source

is a 1 km

vertical

current

channel

with

plitude, the ELF attenuation with distance curvesshow
a clear dependenceon ground conductivity. The ELF
attenuation is sensitive to smaller ground conductivi-

ties, and theseELF measurementscouldresolveground
conductivities lower than --• 10-5 mho m -1.

cur-

A calculation of the ground reflection coefficientat

rent describedby (2). The attenuationwith distance VLF and ELF for normal incidenceshowswhy the difis a combination of energy spreading over the spheri- ferent sensitivitiesto ground conductivity of the differcal planet and mode attenuation from waveguidelosses. ent frequencyrangesis expected. Although the actual
Figure 7a shows that the overall VLF attenuation with
waveguidefields are effectively at oblique incidenceto
distanceis a strongfunctionof groundconductivity,and the ground,an analysisat normal incidencegivesgood
measurementsof the slopeof this amplitude curve could physical insight and reasonablyaccurate quantitative
provide estimatesof large-scaleground conductivity. A
results.In a lossydielectric,the indexof reftactionna
calculationof the attenuationrate for era - 15 and is given by

era - 10-6 shownin Figure7a indicatesthat ground
permittivity does play a role in VLF attenuation; however, the slope of the sferic amplitude with distance
curves is almost independent of ground permittivity,
verifying the primary significanceof ground conductivity in controlling the VLF attenuation rate.

'
(3)
l e0o:
i____•gl
1/2
whereeraistherelativepermittivityoftheground,erais

the groundconductivity,e0 is the absolutepermittivity
of free space,and • is the radian wave frequency.The
reflection
coefficientof a plane wave normally incident
A curiousresult is that the attenuationis strongest
on
the
ground
from free spaceis then given by
for era- 10-5 and decreases
slightlywith decreasing
conductivity. This effect has been noted in previous

R_nal-1

studiesof VLF attenuationrates[Wait andSpies,1965]
and is attributed

to an effect similar

Tt•1_[_•.

to the Brewster

(4)

angleeffectIRatooet al., 1984,p. 309],in whichthere For• = 2•rx 104 rad S--1 (representative
of VLF) and
are particular ground parameters and wave incidence era = 5, the magnitudeof the reflectioncoefficientis
angles that produce a minimum in the reflected energy. These results show that if the attenuation rate

--•0.38for era< 10-6 mhom-l, andrisessteadilyto
unity with increasingera,reachinga value of 0.99 at

with distanceof Martian sfericscouldbe measured,the
bulk ground conductivity could be estimated within the

era= 10-2 mhom-1. Because
the guidedwaveattenu-

rangeof era=10-6-10-2mhom-1.

energyinto the ground(which,in turn, is inverselypro-

Figure 7b showsin a similar mannerthe peak ELF Ez
sfericwaveformamplitude versusdistancefor the same

portional to the magnitude of the ground reflection co-

ation rate is in part proportional to the leakageof the

efficient),the attenuationrate only variessignificantly

lO2
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Figure 7. Variationof peak (a) VLF and (b) ELF Ez with propagationdistancefor a vertical
discharge. The attenuation rate dependsstrongly on ground conductivity but over different
rangesof conductivity for the two frequencyranges.
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this quantity could be measured either with multilocation measurementsor dispersionanalysesof individ7a show,and the 4 decaderangeof significantcrgagrees ual waveforms,the large-scaleMartian ground conductivity could be estimated thereby providing a unique
quite well with the rough calculations above.
If the wave frequencyis reducedto co= 2•r x 102 method to probe for large-scalesubsurfaceconductivity
rad s-• (representative
of ELF), the valuesof cr•for features, such as regionscontaininghigh-conductivity
which the normal incidenceground reflection coefficient minerals, ice, or water.

with groundconductivityin this rangeof crg. This is
preciselywhat the full numerical calculationsin Figure

(and thereforethe attenuationrate) variessignificantly
are reduced by a factor of 100. This agreeswith the
numerical results in Figure 7]3which show a saturation

of the ELF attenuation
rate at crg• 10-4 mhom-•,
comparedto a saturation of the VLF attenuation rate

at crg• 10-2 mhom-•.
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